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  Since colonial times, alcohol abuse seen as unacceptable 

  1784: Physician Benjamin Rush publishes “The Inquiry into 
the Effects of  Ardent Spirits upon the Human Body and 
Mind”: excessive use of  alcohol is injurious to physical and 
psychological health 

  Rush deems drunkenness a “disease,” suggesting moderation 
rather than prohibition 

  Rush’s word spreads; temperance communities founded in 
Connecticut (1789), Virginia (1800), New York (1808)  

  Within next decade, eight more states form temperance 
unions, some statewide  

A doctor’s orders 



  Through 1800s, alcohol abuse is a rising problem 

  1830: Average Americans consumed 1.7 bottles of  hard liquor 
per week — 3 times amount consumed in 2010 

  1826: American Temperance Society (ATS), aka American 
Society for Promotion of  Temperance, established in Boston 

  By 1831, 2,220 local chapters in U.S. with 170,000 members 
— all taken pledge against drinking 

  1835: more than 8,000 local groups with 1,500,000 members 

  “Dry movement” spreads through 1840s; Maine adopts total 
ban on sale & manufacturing of  alcohol in 1851 (later 
repealed)  



  1869: Prohibition Party founded 

  1873: Women’s Christian Temperance Union founded (WCTU) 

  1881: Kansas is first state to outlaw alcoholic beverages in its constitution 

  Decades prior in Illinois, pockets were going dry 

  1855, year Northwestern University established: New university’s 
trustees ask Illinois General Assembly to amend Northwestern’s charter 
to prohibit manufacture or sale of  alcohol within 4 miles of  campus 

  Evanston remained “dry” for 120 years — through 1975 

  Elsewhere, building momentum over next few decades: more states 
adopted their own takes on temperance & prohibition 



  1917: A resolution calling for an amendment to accomplish 
nationwide Prohibition was introduced in Congress and 
passed by both houses 

  January 16, 1919: Amendment had been ratified by 36 of  48 
states 

  October 28, 1919: amendment implemented by the Volstead 
Act 

  January 17, 1920: Prohibition goes into effect with 18th 
Amendment, and is dubbed “a noble experiment” by its 
supporters 

  A total of  1,520 Federal Prohibition police agents given the 
task of  enforcing the law 



  “Who needed a speakeasy when Kenley, like many resourceful 
young men, had stockpiled enough hooch to pickle a herd of  
elephants?” 

  Manufacturing of  alcohol may have been illegal, but that didn’t 
mean it stopped 

  Rum-running: Smuggling booze over water from Caribbean 

  Bootlegging: Smuggling booze across land 

  “Bootlegging” dates to Civil War-era: Soldiers snuck liquor into 
army camps by concealing pint bottles within their boots or 
beneath their trouser legs 

  Prohibition-era “bootlegging”: thousands of  city dwellers sold 
liquor from flasks they kept in their boot le 



  Documentarian Ken Burns released Prohibition last fall 

  Etymology: Patrons encouraged to order alcohol without raising 
suspicion; bartenders would tell patrons to be quiet and “speak easy” 

  If  you didn’t have a distribution connection (illegal), you went to a 
speakeasy 

  “…supposed to be thousands in Chicago alone” 

  1925 New York City boasts anywhere from 30,000 to 100,000 speakeasy 
clubs 

  So many speakeasies on the streets of  major cities, residents who weren’t 
running them had to display signage accordingly 

aka “blind pig” or “blind tiger” 



  Stretching booze became an art: Cut your liquor with shoddy ingredients 
& double the price to the desperate consumer 

  Numerous impurities; wasn’t uncommon to die of  drinking bad alcohol 

  “Bathtub gin” becomes slang for poor-quality alcohol 

  Wasn’t actually made in a bathtub; phrase refers to too-tall bottles for 
mixing that could only be topped off  in a tub 

  Gin rules in this era: unaged (unlike whiskey), thus easier to make mass 
quantities quickly and relatively easily  

  Remember: No vodka yet; not till 1940s or so 

  Gin: grain alcohol + strong flavoring agents, such as juniper berry juice 



  First recorded use of  word cocktail: The Farmer's Cabinet on April 28, 1803: 
“Drank a glass of  cocktail — excellent for the head...Call'd at the Doct's. found 
Burnham — he looked very wise — drank another glass of  cocktail.” 

  What is a cocktail? 1806 publication answers: “Cock-tail is a stimulating liquor, 
composed of  spirits of  any kind, sugar, water, and bitters — it is vulgarly called 
bittered sling, and is supposed to be an excellent electioneering potion, inasmuch 
as it renders the heart stout and bold, at the same time that it fuddles the head.” 

  Alleged home of  the cocktail is New Orleans 

  1830s: Apothecary named Peychaud occasionally served his patients brandy, 
sugar, water and bitters in an egg-cup 

  The drink eventually acquired the name of  the egg-cup: cocquetier in French —
which his clients shortened to “cocktay” and then “cocktail”  

  French word coquetel — name of  a mixed drink from Bordeaux served to French 
officers during the American Revolution 

A brief history of the cocktail 



  Back to bathtub gin: wasn’t enough to add juniper to 
the grain spirit to make gin; had to be palpable 

  Served in speakeasies, which were generally fancy-
dress with live music, etc, presentation was key 

  Bartenders used other ingredients — sugar, bitters, 
rinds of  fruit — to mask terrible flavors of  cut-rate 
booze 

  Prohibition is thus one of  the most celebrated eras of  
cocktail-making: so much innovation 



  First bartenders were technically pharmacists, stirring elixirs to cure what 
ailed their patrons 

  Mid-century Walgreens: soda fountains — predated by pharmacy 
counter where pharmacist would stir & serve the first cocktails 

  Mid-1800s availability of  numerous types of  booze, folks start mixing 
them; prior to this saloons ruled, primarily serving whiskey 

  Jerry Thomas: America’s first “celebrity” bartender 

  1858: Rise to fame in New York at Metropolitan Hotel, having traveled 
the country at various saloons prior 

  1862: First-ever bartending book: How to Mix Drinks; or, The Bon Vivant's 
Companion, by "Professor” Jerry Thomas 

A brief history of the bartender 



  Bartending trade gains both popularity and respect 

  More and more young gentlemen make living via 
bartending 

  Prohibition bans sale and service of  alcohol 

  Less work for bartenders in the States; follow 
demand in European capitals 

  Americans fleeing the States for metropolitan 
destinations such as London and Paris 



  Novelist/mentor Sherwood Anderson: “If  you want to do any 
serious work, Paris is the place to be. That’s where the real 
writers are now. The rate of  exchange is good. There are things to 
do at any hour. Everything’s interesting and everyone has 
something to contribute.” 

  1920s, many American writers already in Paris: Gertrude Stein, 
James Joyce, Ezra Pound, Sylvia Beach 

  December 8, 1921: Hadley & Ernest Hemingway sail for France 

  “Prohibition had been in full swing when we left the States, and 
though we’d never stopped drinking — who had? — it was a 
relief  to be able to buy and enjoy liquor openly, in a café.” 



  Hadley & Ernest encouraged to settle on the Left Bank in Montparnasse 

  “American tourists flooded the scene hoping to get a glimpse of  a real 
bohemian while the usual suspects grew wilder and stranger for the new 
audience.” 

  Neighborhood watering holes: 
  The Select 
  Le Dome 
  La Rotonde 
  Negre de Toulouse 
  The Dingo (American bar & restaurant) 

  Right Bank: 
  Harry’s Bar 
  Maxim’s 
  Les Voisins 



  Pernod: French anise-flavored liqueur 

  Glasses of  “gracefully tinted liquor” — likely more liqueurs, of  which there were 
many in France; pear liqueur at Gertrude & Alice’s flat 

  Schruns, Austria: Schnapps (liquor infused with fruit or herb), mulled wine 

  Brandy everywhere, drank alone usually after dinner or to warm 

  Three-star Hennessy: Brandy from France, made in Cognac region & thus deemed 
cognac 

  Absinthe: Anise-flavored spirit (not liqueur) which contains wormwood 
(absinthium = Latin for wormwood) 

What Ernest & Hadley drank 



  “Absinthe was illegal in France and had been for years…but you 
could find it everywhere in Paris if  you knew where to look.” 

  “I loved the delicate licorice taste and the way the ritual of  the 
cube and specially perforated spoon made raindrops, sugar drops. 

  Ritual: cube of  sugar, specially slatted spoon, drip ice water over 
spoon into glass 

  Resulting drink: 1 part absinthe vs. 3-4 parts water 

  Sugar & water “cloud” the absinthe, making it milky, aka louche 

Absinthe 



  First ever mention of  Ernest in book: “smelling of  bourbon 
and soap, tobacco and damp cotton” 

  Hemingway’s love for whiskey is widely documented 

  Andrew MacElhone of  Harry’s Bar: “Hemingway could 
down 20 whiskey-sours in a single visit and then go back to 
his hotel to work.” 

  Harry’s Bar — actually transported from New York to Paris 
by the piece — frequent watering hole; mentioned in The Sun 
Also Rises 

“I don’t trust a man I haven’t seen tight.” 



  Lots of  wine consumed; France known for it 

  Aperitifs — consumed before dinner (Lillet, etc) 

  Digestifs — consumed after dinner, as well as brandy, 
sherry 

  Mention of  a siphon toward end of  book: for soda water 

  In general cocktails not as popular in Paris — or 
anywhere — as they were in the States 

  Bartenders at Harry’s educated Parisians on drinking 
cocktails 

Where are the cocktails? 



  Eventually cocktails catch on, usually simpler 

  “pitcher of  very cold martinis” 

  Adding ingredients to base spirits grows 

  Harry’s Bar, for example, invents own cocktails: 
  1921: Bloody Mary (Pete Petiot; tribute to Mary Tudor) 
  1932: Tlevesoor (Roosevelt backward) upon election 
  1937: Coronation Cocktail (George VI, King of  England) 
  Blue Lagoon 
  Sidecar 
  Prairie Oyster (hangover remedy) 

Where are the cocktails? 



Whiskey Sour 

  3 parts bourbon 

  2 parts lemon juice 

  1 part sugar, aka gomme syrup (gum syrup) 

In a cocktail (“Boston”) shaker with ice, combine 
ingredients and shake hard until cold.  

Strain into ice-filled tumbler and serve with lemon rind 

Hemingway’s go-to 



Dry Martini 

  3-4 parts gin 

  1 part dry (aka French) vermouth 

In a mixing glass filled with ice, combine ingredients 
and stir thoroughly until glass is cold to the touch. 

Strain into cocktail (“martini”) glass and serve 
immediately. Optional garnish: olive or lemon rind. 

predominant cocktail of Prohibition  


